
Working with Ancestry DNA matches: Using the tools available at 
Ancestry to group and organize your match list

Blaine Bettinger's video  "Sub-Clustering Shared Matches" https://youtu.be/6ApidzEyA_k

Crista Cowan's video  "Making Discoveries With the New and Improved AncestryDNA Match List"

https://youtu.be/5jhhpg83S4M

A third video on this topic is DNA Family Tree's video "How to Cluster your DNA matches With 
Ancestry's New DNA Matches Beta" https://youtu.be/UBh9X4qi7Xw

Additional videos on DNA are available at FamilyTreeWebinars.com with most requiring a subscription 
to view. The list includes a five part foundations series for beginners by Blaine Bettinger. A full list of 
their videos on DNA are at https://familytreewebinars.com/dna

Grouping suggestions:

Ancestry provides the ability to make 24 colored groups and a single star to mark your matches. You 
may assign a match to as many custom groups as you want. 

The groups are listed alphabetically, so you may want to add a number or symbol in front of the name 
to control the order the groups are listed. Ex. 1- Follow-up or ! - Needs Research.

Here are some ideas:

Maternal

Paternal

Grandparents - either individually or as a couple

Known relationship - MRCA (Most Recent Common Ancestor) is known

Follow Up / Needs Research - matches you just want to review again

Research groups

Descendant group - maybe from ThruLines

Location group

Surname group - Possibly One-Name study. A sub-branch of a line OR connected in unknown way

My Recommendations: Create a Maternal (Pink) and Paternal (Blue) group. Use 8 or 16 for either Great-
grandparents or GG-Grandparents as individual lines. That still leaves you with at least six more groups 
to play with as you choose.

Use for research groups or any of the above suggestions that you are actively working. When done 
working on a targeted research group, simply filter for the group and then remove each person from 
the group. Then, select your focus for the next research group.


